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Thegoal of this study is to evaluate the effects of differentmodels for calculating themixture transportproperties on
flowfield predictions of ablative heat shields. The Stardust sample return capsule at four different trajectory
conditions is used as a representative environment for Earth entry. In the first part of the study, the results predicted
using Wilke’s missing rule, with species viscosities calculated using Blottner’s curve fits and species thermal
conductivities determined using Eucken’s relation, are compared to the results obtained using Gupta’s mixing rule
with collision cross-section data. The heat transfer to the vehicle predicted using theWilke/Blottner/Eucken model is
found to be larger than the value obtained using the Gupta/collision cross-section model by as much as 60%. The
Wilke/Blottner/Eucken model also produces a larger mass blowing rate due to the oxidation of bulk carbon by as
much as 25% compared to the Gupta/collision cross-section model. In the second part of the study, the effects of
the mass diffusion model are assessed using the Fick’s, modified Fick’s, self-consistent effective binary diffusion,
and Stefan–Maxwell models. The results show that the flowfield properties calculated using the modified Fick’s,
self-consistent effective binary diffusion, and Stefan–Maxwell models are in good agreement. However, the Fick’s
model produces a larger heat transfer and mass blowing rate compared to the other diffusion models by as much
as 20%.
Nomenclature
Cp = specific heat at constant pressure, J∕K∕kg
Cv = specific heat at constant volume, J∕K∕kg
Ds = diffusion coefficient of species s, m
2∕s
Ds;r = binary diffusion coefficient of species s and r, m
2∕s
Js = mass diffusion flux of species s, kg∕m2∕s
kB = Boltzmann constant, 1.38 × 10−23 kg · m2∕s2∕K
M = average molar weight of the gas-phase mixture, kg∕mol
Ms = molar weight of species s, kg∕mol
ms = mass of species s, kg
NS = number of gas-phase species
Nav = Avogadro’s number, 6.022 × 1023 mol−1
p = pressure, Pa
ps = partial pressure of species s, Pa
R = universal gas constant, 8.314 J∕mol∕K
Ttr = translational/rotational temperature, K
Tve = vibrational/electronic/electron temperature, K
Xs = mole fraction of species s
Ys = mass fraction of species s
γs = molar concentration of species s, mol∕kg
Δs;r = collision terms between species s and r, m · s
κ = coefficient of thermal conductivity of the gas-phase
mixture, W∕m∕K
κs = coefficient of thermal conductivity of species s,W∕m∕K
μ = coefficient of viscosity of the gas-phase mixture, Pa · s
μs = coefficient of viscosity of species s, Pa · s
ρ = density, kg∕m3
ρs = partial density of species s, kg∕m3
I. Introduction
M ANY planetary entry vehicles employ an ablative thermalprotection system (TPS) in order to sustain the very large
heat fluxes experienced during atmospheric entry. The hypersonic
flow around these entry vehicles interacts with the TPS, which
may cause some ablation byproducts to be transported across the
boundary layer into the flowfield. Several models exist to simulate
these transport phenomena using computational fluid dynamics
(CFD). These models, however, may give different transport rates,
which can have a significant effect on the predicted aerothermal
properties of the entry vehicle. Therefore, the goal of this study is
to assess the effects of transport models on CFD predictions of
hypersonic flow around ablative heat shields. Several other studies
have investigated the effects of the mixture transport models on
the predicted flowfield and surface properties of planetary entry
vehicles [1–5]. These studies have shown that the mixture transport
model can have an important effect on the predicted flowfield
and heat transfer to the entry vehicles. However, these studies
have mainly focused on catalytic nonablative TPS materials. The
current study aims to extend the analysis to ablative heat shields
and consider models for both the mixture transport coefficients
(i.e., viscosity, thermal conductivity, and mass diffusion) and mass
diffusion fluxes.
For this study, CFD simulations are performed using the reentry
conditions for the Stardust sample return capsule. In the first part
of the study, the effects of two different models for calculating
the mixture transport coefficients are investigated. The first model
considered is Wilke’s semiempirical mixing rule, with species
viscosities and thermal conductivities determined using Blottner’s
curve fits and Eucken’s relation, respectively. The second model is
Gupta’s mixing rule using collision cross-section data to determine
the viscosity and thermal conductivity of individual species. A
modified form of the Fick’s model is used to calculate the mass
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diffusion fluxes for both sets of simulations. The effects of the mass
diffusion model are assessed in the second part of the study using the
Fick’s model, the modified Fick’s model, the self-consistent effective
binary diffusion (SCEBD) model, and the Stefan–Maxwell model.
Gupta’s mixing rule with collision cross-section data is used to
calculate the mixture transport coefficients. The paper is presented as
follows. First, the CFD code and formulation of the different models
used in this study are described. Then, details about the Stardust
sample return capsule and numerical setup are provided. Finally, the
numerical results obtained using these different transport models are
presented and discussed.
II. Governing Equations
The numerical simulations are performed using the CFD code
LeMANS, which was developed at the University of Michigan
[6,7]. LeMANS solves the laminar Navier–Stokes equations on
unstructured computational grids, including thermochemical non-
equilibrium effects with second-order spatial accuracy. In LeMANS,
the flow is modeled assuming that the continuum approximation
is valid. Furthermore, for this study, it is assumed that the trans-
lational and rotational energy modes can be described by a single
temperature Ttr; and the vibrational, electronic, and electron trans-
lational energy modes are described by a different temperature Tve.
The finite volumemethod is used to solve the set of partial differential
equations. A modified Steger–Warming flux vector splitting scheme
is used to discretize the inviscid fluxes across cell faces, which is
less dissipative and produces better results in boundary layers
compared to the original scheme [8]. Theviscous terms are computed
using cell-centered and nodal values. The viscous stresses are
modeled assuming a Newtonian fluid and Stokes’ hypothesis, and
the heat fluxes are modeled according to Fourier’s law for each
temperature. A finite-rate surface chemistry module originally
developed by Marschall and MacLean [9] and MacLean et al.
[10] has been implemented in LeMANS as a boundary condition
to model the interaction between the hypersonic gas flow and the
vehicle surface [11]. This module allows for the specification of
several different surface reaction processes, including adsorption/
desorption, Eley–Rideal recombination, and oxidation/nitridation.
The module calculates the species production rates at the surface
based on the pressure, temperature, and species concentrations at
the wall. The effects of pyrolysis gases emitted from the surface
are neglected in this study, and the only contribution to the mass
blowing rate is due to the removal of bulk species by surface reactions
such as oxidation. LeMANS is parallelized using METIS [12] to
partition the computational mesh, and the message-passing inter-
face is used to communicate the necessary information between
processors.
A. Mixture Transport Coefficients
Twomodels are considered in this study for computing themixture
transport coefficients in the CFD simulations. The first model
considered is Wilke’s semiempirical mixing rule, with species
viscosities and thermal conductivities determined using Blottner’s
curve fits and Eucken’s relation, respectively. The second model is
Gupta’s mixing rule using collision cross-section data to determine
the viscosity and thermal conductivity of individual species. The
mass diffusion fluxes are calculated using a modified form of the
Fick’s model for both sets of cases.
1. Wilke/Blottner/Eucken
TheWilke/Blottner/Euckenmodel is the first model considered for
calculating the mixture transport coefficients. This model employs
Wilke’s mixing rule [13], which is a simplification of the Chapman–
Enskog relation, along with curve fits determined by Blottner et al.
[14] for the species viscosities, and it employs Eucken’s relation [15]
for the species thermal conductivities. Wilke’s mixing rule [13] has
been shown to produce adequate results for relatively slow Earth
entry speeds, for which the maximum temperature in the flowfield is
around 10,000 K [4,5]. Using this model, the mixture viscosity and
thermal conductivity for each energy mode can be calculated as an


































The coefficient of the viscosity of each species is calculated using
Blottner’s curve fits [14] as
μs  0.1 expAs ln Ttr  Bs ln Ttr  Cs (3)
where A, B, and C are constants determined for each species.
The coefficient of thermal conductivity for the different energy




μsCvt;s  μsCvr;s κve;s  μsCvve;s (4)
where Cvt;r;ve are the specific heats at constant volume for each
internal energy mode.
The effective, or average, diffusion coefficient for each species is
replaced by a single coefficient calculated using the mixture
coefficient of thermal conductivity and given by




where Cptr is the mixture translational/rotational specific heat at
constant pressure, and Le is the Lewis number that is assumed to be
constant. For this study, the Lewis number is assumed to be equal
to 1.4.
2. Gupta/Collision Cross-Section Data
Gupta et al. [16] developed another model for calculating the
mixture transport properties for weakly ionized flows. This model is
considered to be more physically accurate than the Wilke/Blottner/
Eucken model because it takes into account the collision integrals
in the multicomponent mixture [4]. These collision integrals are
evaluated at a controlling temperature for each collision pair.
For collisions between two heavy particles, the controlling tem-
perature is chosen as the translational/rotational temperature Ttr.
The vibrational/electron/electronic temperature Tve is used as the
controlling temperature for collisions involving electrons. Gupta’s
mixing rule has also been shown to bemore numerically efficient than
Wilke’s mixing rule [13] because it requires fewer calls to the power
(exponent) and square-root functions [4]. Using Gupta’s mixing rule,















where the collision terms Δs;r are evaluated at the different
controlling temperatures Ttr and Tve. The molar concentration of





The mass of each species, ms, is given by


















































































1 − ms∕mr0.45 − 2.54ms∕mr
1 ms∕mr2
(10)








s;r Ttr  γeΔ1s;eTve
(11)
where the summation s is over all themolecules. Themixture thermal
conductivity for the translational/rotational mode is equal to the sum
of the conductivities for the translational [Eq. (9)] and the rotational
[Eq. (11)] modes:
κtr  κt  κr (12)











s;r Ttr  γeΔ1s;eTve
(13)






























where the collision integrals π Ω1;1s;r and π Ω2;2s;r can be determined
using several different methods that usually rely on modeling the
interaction potential for a pair of particles and integrating the
differential cross section obtained from that potential over the entire
solid angle space [16–18].
Table 1 Freestream conditions of the Stardust SRC used for this study
Time from entry, s Altitude, km Velocity, m∕s Density, kg∕m3 Temperature, K
42 71 12,060 5.6 × 10−5 222
51 62 10,870 2.1 × 10−4 235
61 54 8,070 5.9 × 10−4 251
66 51 6,500 8.5 × 10−4 256
Fig. 1 Stardust sample return capsule geometry and entry trajectory.
Table 2 Blottner’s curve fit coefficients
Species A B C
N2 2.68E − 02 3.18E − 01 −1.13E 01
O2 4.49E − 02 −8.26E − 02 −9.20E 00
NO 4.36E − 02 −3.36E − 02 −9.58E 00
N 1.16E − 02 6.03E − 01 −1.24E 01
O 2.03E − 02 4.29E − 01 −1.16E 01
N2 2.68E − 02 3.18E − 01 −1.13E 01
O2 4.49E − 02 −8.26E − 02 −9.20E 00
NO 3.02E − 01 −3.50E 00 −3.74E 00
N 1.16E − 02 6.03E − 01 −1.24E 01
O 2.03E − 02 4.29E − 01 −1.16E 01
C −1.00E − 04 7.93E − 01 −1.34E 01
C2 −3.10E − 03 6.92E − 01 −1.26E 01
C3 −1.47E − 02 8.81E − 01 −1.35E 01
CO −1.95E − 02 1.01E 00 −1.40E 01
CO2 −1.95E − 02 1.05E 00 −1.43E 01
CN 2.50E − 03 6.81E − 01 −1.25E 01
CO −1.95E − 02 1.01E 00 −1.40E 01
C −8.33E − 03 7.70E − 01 −1.27E 01
e 0 0 −1.20E 01









































































An effective diffusion coefficient can be defined by regarding the
multicomponent mixture as a binary mixture made up of species s
and a composite species that represents all of the other species. This
effective diffusion coefficient for species s is calculated by [2]







Note that the electrons are neglected in the summation because the
electron diffusion flux is calculated assuming ambipolar diffusion to
ensure that the flow is charge neutral.
B. Mass Diffusion
Four models for computing the mass diffusion fluxes in the CFD
simulations are considered in this study. These models are the Fick’s
model, the modified Fick’s model, the self-consistent effective
binary diffusion model, and the Stefan–Maxwell model. Themixture
transport coefficients are computed using the Gupta/collision cross-
section (CCS) model.
1. Fick’s Model
In a binary systemwith two chemical species s and r, the Fick’s law
of diffusion states that each species moves relative to the mixture in
the direction of decreasing mole fraction [19]. In terms of mass
diffusion flux, the Fick’s law can be written as
Js  −ρDs;r∇Ys (20)
The Fick’s law can be extended to a mixture of three or more species
by replacing the binary diffusion coefficient Ds;r by the effective
diffusion coefficientDs. The mass diffusion fluxes for heavy species
are calculated in the Fick’s model (extension of the Fick’s law to
multispecies mixtures) as
Js≠e  −ρDs∇Ys (21)
The electron mass diffusion flux is calculated assuming ambipolar







where qs is the charge per unit mass of species s.
Table 3 Surface chemical reactions [27,28]
No. Reaction Efficiency
1 O Cb → CO, ΔH  360 kJ∕mol 0.90
2 O2  2Cb→ 2CO, ΔH  217 kJ∕mol 0.01
3 N N → N2, ΔH  950 kJ∕mol 0.05
Fig. 3 Stagnation point heat transfer calculated using the Wilke/Blottner/Eucken and Gupta/CCS models.
Fig. 2 Stagnation point heat transfer calculated using two different grid
resolutions.






























































2. Modified Fick’s Model
The Fick’s model as defined in Eq. (21) does not enforce the
requirement that the diffusionmass fluxes sum to zero [1]. Therefore,
amodified version of the Fick’smodel is also considered in this study
that ensures that the sum of the mass diffusion fluxes is zero. The
diffusion flux for heavy species using the modified Fick’s model can
be calculated by




The electron diffusion flux is calculated using Eq. (22) assuming
ambipolar diffusion to enforce charge neutrality.
3. Self-Consistent Effective Binary Diffusion Model
Another model considered in this study is the self-consistent
effective binary diffusion method, which was originally developed
for computational simulations of multicomponent plasma flows
[20,21]. The SCEBD model makes use of the small electron mass
approximation to simplify the mass diffusion flux equations and the
calculation of the electronic field in weakly ionized flows. The heavy





































The electron diffusion flux Je can then be calculated using Eq. (22).
In the SCEBD model, the expression for the effective diffusion

























Note that this choice of weighting factor represents a geometric mean
of the conventional choice ωs∕ω  Xs and the intuitive choice
ωs∕ω  Ys [20].
4. Stefan–Maxwell Model
The Stefan–Maxwell equation was originally developed to solve














This equation can be rearranged to solve for themass diffusion fluxes
in terms of the mass fraction gradient [1]:
Fig. 4 Convective and diffusive stagnation point heat transfer calculated using the Wilke/Blottner/Eucken and Gupta/CCS models.
Fig. 5 Mass blowing rate calculated using the Wilke/Blottner/Eucken
and Gupta/CCS models.















































































Equation (29) is a set of (NS−1) equations forNS species; therefore,
a closure relation is needed to find the mass diffusion fluxes. For this
study, an iterative method is used to solve for the fluxes [1]. First,



















and then the entire set is corrected for iteration N  1 using the
closure equation




The first term of Eq. (30) is used as the initial guess in the iteration
process. The electron mass diffusion flux is then determined using
Eq. (22). The Stefan–Maxwell model has been shown to accurately
calculate the mass diffusion fluxes for multicomponent mixtures
[1,5] and is considered the most physically rigorous model in this
study. One drawback of the Stefan–Maxwell model, however, is that
it is computationally expensive and has been shown to require
approximately 50% more time per CFD iteration than the other
models [1].
III. Test Case: Stardust Sample Return Capsule
The Stardust payload was launched in 1999 on amission to collect
samples from interstellar dust and the tail of CometWild 2, and return
them to Earth. The Stardust sample return capsule (SRC), shown
schematically in Fig. 1a, landed in the Utah desert in January 2006.
The Earth entry trajectory of the return capsule is presented in
Fig. 1b. The Stardust spacecraft then continued its travel through the
solar system, on a mission to image Comet Tempel 1. It was de-
commissioned after completing that final mission in March 2011.
The Stardust mission represents the first ever return of a sample from
a comet: a significant milestone in the human exploration of space.
With an entry velocity of 12.6 km∕s, the capsule was also the fastest
manmade object ever to enter the Earth’s atmosphere, providing a
unique test case to evaluate numerical simulations. To protect the
Fig. 6 Mole fraction distributions of N, O, and CO along the stagnation line away from the wall obtained using theWilke/Blottner/Eucken and Gupta/
CCS models.






























































vehicle from the extreme entry conditions, the thermal protection
system for the Stardust capsule used the phenolic-impregnated
carbon ablator (PICA) [22], which is a lightweight material with a
density of approximately 240 kg∕m3.
The freestream conditions simulated in this study are listed in
Table 1 [23]. Peak heating occurs at an altitude of 62 km
approximately 51 s after atmospheric entry. The chemistry model for










The constants used in Blottner’s curve fits [i.e., Eq. (3)] for the
gas-phase species considered in this study are presented in Table 2.
These constants are determined using the commercial software
CHEMKIN to produce temperature-dependent viscosity curve fits
for each individual species [25,26]. The collision integrals used in
this study are based on the data collected by Wright et al. in [17,18].
The accuracy of these collision integrals varies depending on
the collision pair and is given in [17,18]. Most of the dominant
atom–atom interactions are derived from ab initio calculations.
Alternate sources, such as beam-scattering experiments, are used
when such ab initio calculations do not exist. The collision integrals
involving ions and neutrals are based on the polarization (Langevin)
potential, which is a function only of dipole polarizability of the
neutral species and the temperature ([18] Eqs. 2 and 3). For
interactions between two charged particles (electron–electron,
electron–ion, and ion–ion), the collision integrals are calcu-
lated using attractive and repulsive shielded coulomb potentials
([17] Eq. 6). Additional information regarding the methods used to
obtain the collision integrals used in this study can be found
in [17,18].
Table 3 presents the chemical mechanisms that are assumed to
occur at the surface of the Stardust SRC. These mechanisms were
developed by Driver et al. by comparing CFD predictions to heat
transfer and recession ratemeasurements obtained at an arcjet facility
for PICA [27,28]. The mechanisms found by Driver et al. included
the oxidation of bulk carbon by atomic oxygen with a constant
reaction efficiency of γ  0.90 and the oxidation of bulk carbon by
molecular oxygen with a constant efficiency of γ  0.01. These
mechanisms also included the recombination of atomic nitrogen at
Fig. 7 Difference in N, O, and CO mole fractions along the stagnation line in the shock layer obtained using the Wilke/Blottner/Eucken relative to the
Gupta/CCS model.






























































the surface with a constant recombination efficiency of γ  0.05.
Table 3 also presents the heat released by these exothermic surface
reactions.
The surface material of the Stardust entry capsule for this study is
assumed to be FiberForm instead of PICA. FiberForm is the substrate
from which PICA is processed, and it has been shown to have
approximately the same properties as the char layer of PICA [29]. This
assumption is chosen to neglect the effects of pyrolysis gases emitted
from the surface, since FiberForm does not contain phenolic. The
density of the bulk environment is assumed to be equal to 180 kg∕m3,
which is the density of FiberForm and PICA close to the char exterior
surface [29]. The surface temperature is calculated assuming radiative
equilibrium at the wall with an emissivity of 0.9. The entry of the
Stardust SRC was nearly ballistic [30]. Therefore, a two-dimensional
axisymmetric grid is used in this study. The grid is composed of
approximately 96,000 quadrilateral cells in the forebody region, with
approximately 300 cells in the axial direction and 320 cells in the radial
direction along the SRC forebody. Clustering is used near the capsule
surface, and the size of the first grid cell from thewall is10−6 m. A grid
convergence study revealed that the solutions obtained using thismesh
resolution are grid independent based on the stagnation point heat
transfer, as can be seen in Fig. 2.
IV. Results
The goal of this study is to evaluate the effects of different models
for transport phenomena used in CFD codes on the flowfield
predictions of ablative heat shields. The numerical results are
presented in two sections. The first section discusses the effects of
the model for the mixture transport coefficients (viscosity, thermal
conductivity, and mass diffusion) on the flowfield solutions of the
Stardust SRC using the Wilke/Blottner/Eucken and Gupta/CCS
models. The species mass diffusion fluxes for both sets of cases
are calculated using the modified Fick’s model. The second part
describes the effects of themass diffusionmodel on the Stardust SRC
solutions using the Fick’s, modified Fick’s, SCEBD, and Stefan–
Maxwell models. The transport coefficients are calculated using the
Gupta/CCS model in the second portion of the study.
A. Mixture Transport Coefficients
Figure 3 presents the stagnation point heat transfer to the Stardust
SRC as a function of freestream velocity calculated using the Wilke/
Blottner/Eucken and Gupta/CCS models. Figure 3a shows the
solution obtained using the surface chemistry mechanisms given in
Table 3, whereas Fig. 3b shows the noncatalytic wall solutionwith no
surface reactions. For the finite-rate surface chemistry solution, the
heat transfer obtained using the Wilke/Blottner/Eucken model is
in good agreement with the Gupta/CCS solution for the 51 km
conditions. However, the Wilke/Blottner/Eucken model produces
larger heat transfer relative to the Gupta/CCS model by about 15%
for 54 km, 35% for 62 km, and 60% for 71 km. The noncatalytic
wall solution follows a similar trend, as can be seen in Fig. 3b.
However, the difference in the heat transfer predicted using the
Fig. 8 Translational temperature distribution along the stagnation line away from the wall obtained using theWilke/Blottner/Eucken and Gupta/CCS
models.






























































Wilke/Blottner/Eucken and Gupta/CCS models is smaller for the
noncatalytic wall. This result shows that the transport coefficients
model can have a significant effect on the predicted heat transfer for
ablative heat shields.
The heat transfer to the Stardust SRC surface includes the
contribution due to temperature gradients (convective) and the
diffusion of species that can react at the surface and in the boundary
layer to release heat (diffusive). Figure 4 presents the convective
and diffusive heat transfer components at the stagnation point as
functions of freestream velocity calculated using theWilke/Blottner/
Eucken and Gupta/CCS models. Figure 4a shows that the transport
models produce similar convective heat transfer for the 51 and 54 km
conditions. However, the Wilke/Blottner/Eucken model produces
a greater convective heat transfer compared to the Gupta/CCS model
for the 62 and 71 km trajectory points by about 20 and 60%,
respectively. The Wilke/Blottner/Eucken model also produces a
larger diffusive heat transfer relative to the Gupta/CCS model, as can
be seen in Fig. 4b. The difference in the predicted diffusive heat
transfer varies from about 10% for the 51 km conditions to 60% for
the 71 km conditions. This difference in the diffusive component
between the Wilke/Blottner/Eucken and Gupta/CCS models in-
creases the disagreement in the heat transfer between the two
models compared to the noncatalytic wall solution, as can be seen
in Fig. 3.
The removal of bulk carbon due to the oxidation reactions (Table 3)
produces an effective mass blowing at the surface. The rate of this
mass blowing at the stagnation point calculated using the Wilke/
Blottner/Eucken and Gupta/CCS models is presented in Fig. 5. The
blowing rate calculated using the Wilke/Blottner/Eucken model is
larger than the rate obtained using the Gupta/CCSmodel for all of the
trajectory conditions considered in this study. The difference in the
blowing rate between the two models varies from about 15% for
the 51 km case to about 25% for the 62 km conditions. The mass
blowing rate is proportional to the oxidation rate of bulk carbon. The
larger rate obtained using theWilke/Blottner/Euckenmodel indicates
that more oxygen atoms and molecules react at the surface to form
CO compared to the Gupta/CCS model. Since these oxidation
reactions are exothermic, more heat is released in the form of en-
thalpy of formation for the Wilke/Blottner/Eucken model compared
to theGupta/CCSmodel, which contributes to a larger heat transfer to
the surface, as shown in Fig. 3a.
Figure 6 presents the mole fraction distributions of N, O, and CO
through the shock layer along the stagnation line obtained using the
Wilke/Blottner/Eucken and Gupta/CCS models. The difference in
Fig. 9 Effective diffusion coefficients of N, O, and CO along the stagnation line away from the wall calculated using the Wilke/Blottner/Eucken and
Gupta/CCS models.






























































Fig. 10 Difference in the effective diffusion coefficients of N, O, and CO along the stagnation line in the shock layer obtained using the Wilke/Blottner/
Eucken model relative to the Gupta/CCS model.
Fig. 11 Stagnation point heat transfer calculated using the Fick’s, modified Fick’s, SCEBD, and Stefan–Maxwell models.






























































the mole fractions obtained using the Wilke/Blottner/Eucken model
relative to the Gupta/CCS/model in the shock layer are shown in
Fig. 7. Figures 6a and 6b show some disagreement in the N and O
distributions calculated using the twomodels directly downstream of
the shock for the 71 and 62 km conditions. This disagreement
decreases for the 54 and 51 km trajectory points, but there is still a
difference of about 20% in the O mole fraction in the shock layer
calculated using the two models. The larger oxygen mole fraction
obtained using the Wilke/Blottner/Eucken model in the boundary
layer increases the production rate of CO at the surface, which
increases the mass blowing rate relative to the Gupta/CCS model.
Although not shown, the results obtained using the twomodels off the
stagnation line follow similar trends.
The accuracy ofWilke’s mixing rule has been shown to deteriorate
for temperatures above approximately 10,000 K [4]. Figure 8 shows
the translational temperature distribution along the stagnation line
calculated using theWilke/Blottner/Eucken and Gupta/CCSmodels.
The peak temperature along the stagnation line predicted using the
two models increases from about 20,000 K for the 51 km trajectory
point to about 60,000 K for the 71 km point. Previous studies have
shown that the accuracy of Wilke’s mixing rule decreases as the
temperature increases above approximately 10,000 K [4,5]. In the
context of the current study, the accuracy of the Wilke/Blottner/
Eucken model decreases as the altitude of the trajectory points
increases, which contributes to the differences in the heat transfer
shown in Fig. 4.
Figure 9 presents the effective mass diffusion coefficient of N, O,
and CO along the stagnation line obtained using the Wilke/Blottner/
Eucken and Gupta/CCS models. The relative difference in the mass
diffusion coefficients for these species are shown in Fig. 10. Note that
a single effective diffusion coefficient is defined for all of the species
for the Wilke/Blottner/Eucken model [Eq. (5)]. The results show
that the effective diffusion coefficients calculated using the Gupta/
CCS model are different for each species. The effective diffusion
coefficient obtained using the Wilke/Blottner/Eucken model pro-
vides a reasonable approximation of the effective coefficients of N,
O, and CO calculated using the Gupta/CCS model for the 54 and
51 km conditions because the effective coefficients of these species
are close. The difference between the effective diffusion coefficients
calculated using the two models increases for the 71 and 62 km
conditions. For instance, the difference in the effective diffusion
coefficient of N in the shock layer for the 62 km case is between 30
and 50%, as can be seen in Fig. 10b. The differences in the effective
diffusion coefficients obtained using the two transport models also
contribute to the disagreement in the aerothermal properties of the
Stardust SRC.
B. Mass Diffusion
In the second part of the study, the effects of the mass diffusion
model on the flowfield predictions of the Stardust SRC are evaluated.
Figure 11 presents the stagnation point heat transfer for the trajectory
conditions considered in this study calculated using the Fick’s,
modified Fick’s, SCEBD, and Stefan–Maxwell models. The heat
transfer calculated using the modified Fick’s and SCEBDmodels are
within 3% of the solution obtained using the Stefan–Maxwell model.
The stagnation point heat transfer is larger for the Fick’s models
compared to the other models by as much as 20% for the 62 km
conditions. In addition to the heat transfer calculated assuming finite-
rate chemistry at the surface (Table 3), Fig. 11b also presents the
noncatalytic wall solution for comparison. Unlike the finite-rate
surface chemistry solution, the heat transfer for the noncatalytic wall
is not affected by the mass diffusion model for all of the entry
conditions investigated in this study.
Fig. 12 Convective and diffusive stagnation point heat transfer calculated using the Fick’s, modified Fick’s, SCEBD, and Stefan–Maxwell
models.
Fig. 13 Mass blowing rate due to carbon oxidation calculated using the
Fick’s, modified Fick’s, SCEBD, and Stefan–Maxwell models.






























































The convective and diffusive components of the heat transfer at
the stagnation point are presented in Fig. 12. Figure 12a shows
that the convective heat transfer obtained using the modified Fick’s,
SCEBD, and Stefan–Maxwell models are in good agreement.
The Fick’s model produces an overall 10% larger convective
heat transfer relative to the Stefan–Maxwell model. This difference
in the convective heat transfer, however, is relatively small com-
pared to the difference in the diffusive heat transfer shown in
Fig. 12b. The diffusive heat transfer obtained using the Fick’s
model is greater relative to the Stefan–Maxwell solution by as much
as 25% (62 km). This difference in the diffusive heat transfer causes
the disagreement in the stagnation point heat transfer shown in
Fig. 11a.
The mass blowing rate due to the removal of bulk carbon by
the oxidation mechanisms (Table 3) calculated using the Fick’s,
modified Fick’s, SCEBD, and Stefan–Maxwell models is shown
in Fig. 13. Similar to the heat transfer results, the mass blowing
rates obtained using the modified Fick’s, SCEBD, and Stefan–
Maxwell models are in good agreement. The Fick’s model, however,
predicts a larger mass blowing rate for all of the trajectory con-
ditions considered in this study. The largest difference in the mass
blowing rate between the Fick’s model and the Stefan–Maxwell
model is approximately 20% for the 62 km conditions. This
larger mass blowing rate again indicates that the heat released
by the oxidation reactions is greater for the Fick’s model, which
contributes to the larger heat transfer to the SRC surface, shown in
Fig. 11a.
The mole fraction distributions of N, O, and CO along the
stagnation line calculated using the four mass diffusion models
considered in this study are presented in Fig. 14, and the dif-
ferences relative to the Stefan–Maxwell model are shown in
Fig. 15. The mole fraction in the shock layer obtained using
the modified Fick’s, SCEBD, and Stefan–Maxwell models are in
overall good agreement. The CO mole fraction near the stagnation
point calculated using the Fick’s model is similar to the Stefan–
Maxwell solution. However, themole fractions of N andO calculated
using the Fick’s model are larger relative to the Stefan–Maxwell
solution. This disagreement in the mole fractions calculated using
the Fick’s model compared to the Stefan–Maxwell model increases
the recombination of N (to form N2) and O (to form CO) at the
surface, releasing heat and increasing the diffusive heat transfer,
as shown in Fig. 12b. Although not shown, the results obtained
using these diffusion models off the stagnation line follow similar
trends.
Fig. 14 Mole fraction distributions of N,O, andCOalong the stagnation line away from thewall obtained using the Fick’s, modified Fick’s, SCEBD, and
Stefan–Maxwell models.































































The goal of this study was to evaluate the effects of models
commonly used to calculate the transport properties of multi-
component mixtures in CFD simulations on the flowfield predictions
of reentry vehicles employing ablative heat shields. The Stardust
sample return capsule was used as the test case with freestream
conditions corresponding to four different trajectory points (71, 62,
54, and 51 km). The numerical simulations were performed using
the LeMANS CFD code. Surface reactions were included using the
mechanisms developed by Driver et al. [27,28] for PICA and
FiberForm, which include carbon oxidation and nitrogen catalysis.
In the first part of the study, the effects of the mixture transport
coefficient models were assessed using two different models while
holding constant the model for species mass diffusion fluxes
(modified Fick’s model). The first model isWilke’s mixing rule, with
Blottner’s curve fits and Eucken’s relation used to determine the
viscosity and thermal conductivities of individual species, re-
spectively. The second model is Gupta’s mixing rule with species
viscosities and thermal conductivities calculated using collision
cross-section data. The results showed that the heat transfer predicted
using the Wilke/Blottner/Eucken model is in good agreement with
the Gupta/CCS solution when the flowfield temperatures are re-
latively low. In the context of the Stardust entry conditions, this
corresponds to trajectory altitudes below approximately 51 km.
For higher altitudes, the heat transfer predicted using the Wilke/
Blottner/Eucken model was shown to be larger than the value
obtained with the Gupta/CCS model by approximately 15% for the
54 km conditions and 60% for the 71 km conditions. The mass
blowing rate due to the oxidation of bulk carbon was also between
15% (51 km) and 25% (62 km) larger for the Wilke/Blottner/Eucken
model than for the Gupta/CCS model.
The second part of the study focused on assessing the models for
mass diffusion using the Fick’s, modified Fick’s, SCEBD, and
Stefan–Maxwell models while holding constant the model for
mixture transport coefficients (Gupta/CCS model). The results
showed that the flowfield properties calculated using the mod-
ified Fick’s, SCEBD, and Stefan–Maxwell models were in good
agreement for all of the trajectory conditions considered in this study.
However, the Fick’s model produced a larger heat transfer and mass
blowing rate for all of the trajectory conditions considered in this
study relative to the other models. The source of the problem is that
the Fick’s model does not enforce the requirement that the diffusion
mass fluxes sum to zero. Therefore, CFD simulations of ablative
heat shields should avoid the Fick’smodel and use either themodified
Fick’s model or the SCEBD model, which can efficiently replicate
the flowfield solutions obtained using the Stefan–Maxwell model.
Fig. 15 Difference in N,O, andCOmole fractions along the stagnation line calculated using the Fick’s model, modified Fick’s model, and SCEBDmodel
relative to Stefan–Maxwell model.






























































These results highlight the significant effects of the transport
properties on the predicted aerothermal environment of reentry
capsules that employ ablative TPS.
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